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So far, hundreds of ad hoc network routing protocols has been proposed in lit-
eratures. Although these protocols has a greater amount of commonality with
a limited amount of variability, there is no comprehensive, intuitive, and inte-
grated view. That makes it difficult for researchers and engineers to modify the
protocols to resolve their focusing problems. In this paper, we introduce soft-
ware product line engineering and organize existing ad hoc networking routing
protocols by feature modeling, especially for AODV and DSR protocol families.

1. Introduction

The routing protocol has been a very hot research topic since mobile ad hoc

network, or MANET, emerged. So far, almost hundreds of ad hoc network routing

protocols has been proposed in literatures. Researchers and engineers who want

to do research or use these routing protocols with some modification are required

to comprehend the full definitions of the protocols and perform simulation to

check if the protocols satisfy their needs. It is possible to cost much time but

for only just a simple research goal. However, there are a greater amount of

commonality among those routing protocols with a certain amount of variability.

What we should do is to make variability among those routing protocols visible

and intuitive for easier comprehension and modification. For this purpose, in this

paper, we introduce key concepts of software product line engineering1),2).

Software product line engineering is a paradigm for software development of

many variants with commonality and variability. So far, software product line
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engineering is applied to various product lines including cellular phones, elec-

tric home appliances, automotive devices, communication equipments, medical

devices, etc. The key concepts of software product line engineering are: i) sepa-

ration of commonality and variability, ii) separation of domain engineering and

application engineering, and iii) architecture centric development of variants.

( 1 ) Separation of Commonality and Variability : Variants in a product line

should be clearly divided into common parts and variable parts. Variabil-

ity among variants are described in terms of features that each variant

equips. Feature modeling3) is an important activity that organizes fea-

tures with relationships among them. The feature model composed as a

result of feature modeling provides a comprehensive and intuitive view on

commonality and variability among variants.

( 2 ) Separation of Domain Engineering and Application Engineering : Domain

engineering is a series of development activities that constructs core assets,

assets shared among the variants in a product line. On the other hand, ap-

plication engineering is a series of development activities that reuses core

assets to derive a new variant. Both engineering activities should be distin-

guished but performed concurrently and cooperatively under management.

( 3 ) Architecture Centric Development of Variants: In domain engineering, a

software architecture supporting all the variants in a product line is con-

structed. Software components used in the architecture are also developed.

In appilcation engineering, appropriate components are chosen according

to the selected features for a new variant. The components are applied to

the architecture in a prescribed process to derive a new variant.

In this paper, we perform feature modeling to provide a comprehensive and in-

tuitive view on commonality and variability among representative ad hoc network

routing protocols. Some UML models are created for each protocol to describe

structural and behavioral aspects of the protocol. These models are integrated

to define a software architecture. The models become core assets which will be

reused to derive a new protocol.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes existing ad hoc net-

work routing protocols used to form product lines in this paper. Section 3 de-

scribes our motivation of this work and proposes a design process of ad hoc net-
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work routing protocol with software product line engineering. Section 4 shows

feature modeling of ad hoc network routing protocols. Finally, Section 5 con-

cludes this paper.

2. Ad Hoc Network Routing Protocols

In this work we need to investigate existing ad hoc network routing proto-

cols to provide a comprehensive, intuitive, integrated view of them. The routing

protocols that been chosen should be very popular and have sufficient technical

materials. For such protocols, we chose two families of reactive protocols: AODV

family and DSR family. Although there are rich commonality among the proto-

cols in each family, there are less commonality between both families. Therefore,

we form one product line for each family.

The AODV family includes the following protocols:

• AODV4)

• AODV-bis5)

• AODV-BR6), or backup route in AODV, is an algorithm that utilizes a mesh

structure to provide multiple alternative paths to existing on-demand routing

protocols. Compared to AODV, AODV-BR does not produce additional

control packets.

• AOMDV7), or ad hoc on-demand multipath distance vector, is a multipath

routing protocol similar to AODV. AOMDV computes multiple loop-free link

disjoint paths during route discovery process.

• MAODV8), or multicast ad hoc on-demand distance vector, is a multicast

routing algorithm by enhancing AODV.

• MRAODV9), or multiple-route ad hoc on-demand distance vector, is a mul-

tiple route function enhanced AODV.

• PRAODV10) is a routing protocol with features inherited from AODV. The

main difference is that PRAODV includes its velocity and location informa-

tion in its RREP packets.

On the other hand, the DSR family includes the following protocols:

• DSR11)

• DSRFLOW12)

• BSR13), or backup source routing, is an enhanced source routing that enable

backup route switching when main route breaks. The key advantage of BSR

is the reduction of the frequency of route discovery flooding.

3. Motivation

Routing protocols for ad hoc network has attracted lots of researchers for their

impact to performance. So far, more than hundreds of variants of two famous

routing protocols, AODV and DSR, has been developed after their emergence in

early 90s. Researchers and engineers follow the path shown below to present a

new protocol by modifying these protocols to resolve a certain problem:

( 1 ) Learn about one or some existing routing protocols and identify advantages

and disadvantages of them.

( 2 ) Modify existing routing protocols to resolve identified disadvantages.

( 3 ) Define a working principle of the modified protocol.

( 4 ) Define the details of route discovery and route maintenance.

( 5 ) Define the details of control packets.

( 6 ) Verify the modified protocol with network simulation or experiment.

However, due to absence of the comprehensive view describing difference among

routing protocols, it is required for researchers and engineers to understand exist-

ing routing protocols completely although they have interested in limited aspects

of the protocols. In fact, most of newly proposed routing protocols are enhanced

variants of existing routing protocols with some new features that resolve a cer-

tain problem.

Considering the above, we propose to introduce software product line engineer-

ing and define a design and implementation process of ad hoc network routing

protocols.

The works that should be achieved in domain engineering are as follows:

( 1 ) Commonality and variability analysis, namely feature modeling, of existing

ad hoc network routing protocols

( 2 ) Construction of integrated structure and behavior models for ad hoc net-

work routing families.

( 3 ) Realization of traceability from the feature model to the integrated struc-

ture and behavior models.

These works can be large scaled and complicated, thus requires more investment.
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The investment should be return in application engineering. The process of

application engineering are as follows:

( 1 ) Selection of desirable features for a new routing protocol

( 2 ) Extraction of the models required to realize the selected features based on

traceability information.

( 3 ) Model based generation of codes and scenarios for the protocol simulator

( 4 ) Evaluation of the routing protocols by the protocol simulator

( 5 ) Improvement of the routing protocol

4. Features Modeling of Ad Hoc Network Routing Protocol

In this section we perform feature modeling to provide a comprehensive view

of commonality and variability among ad hoc network routing protocols. We

construct models describing the following aspects:

• Inter node communication with UML sequence diagrams

• Node behaviors with UML activity diagrams

• Packet structure with UML class diagrams

for each protocol and integrate them with making common parts and variable

parts visible. The variable parts in those models are identified and named as

features. The identified features are organized as a feature model.

The feature model help researchers and engineers comprehend commonality

and variability among routing protocols. At the same time, the integrated mod-

els help researchers and engineers understand design and implementation of the

protocols easier than the code and contribute the base for model based generation

of simulator codes and scenarios.

4.1 Describing Node Behaviors

There are three types of nodes in ad hoc network, namely the source node send-

ing a packet, the intermediate node relaying the packet, and the destination node

receiving the packet. For each routing protocol, node behaviors of these three

types of the nodes are described with UML activity diagrams. These protocol

specific models of node behaviors are integrated finally.

Fig. 1 shows the integrated activity diagram describing the source node behav-

iors in AODV and AODV-bis. In this diagram we adopt AODV and AODV-bis

for page limitation, while the full version of this activity diagram integrates the

source node behaviors in other protocols. The white and gray modeling elements

in this activity diagram are common and variable parts, respectively. Since this

activity diagram shows the behaviors only in AODV and AODV-bis, variable

parts show the behaviors specific to AODV-bis. One or more features can be

identified from these variable parts. Any identified feature should have an ap-

propriate name representing its partial behavior well. If necessary, we should

define multiple features even for one variable part. Sometimes we should one

feature for multiple variable parts because behaviors relating to one feature can

be scattered. In this example, we identified two features, Forward RREP with

Path Information Contained in RREP and Using APL to Enhance Normal Route

Table, for two variable parts.
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Fig. 1 Source Node Behaviors of AODV Family (partial)
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The behaviors of intermediate and destination nodes are similarly described in

activity diagrams.

4.2 Feature Modeling

We can identify features from variable parts of UML diagrams describing inter

node communication, node behaviors, and packet structures. We organize the

identified features as a feature model.

Fig. 2 shows the feature model we constructed. The feature model includes

only features relating to AODV and AODV-bis due to page limitation. We define

the abstracted concept generalizing common properties among identified features

or other abstracted concepts if necessary. Moreover, we categorize features into

mandatory , optional , and alternative according to their reuse categories and

append dependency on feature selection.

AODV Family

Multi route or single RREQ RREP

Single route

Create next hop 

entry when receive 

a new RREQ

Using APL to 

enhance normal 

route table

RREQ delivering

Abandon 

duplicate

RREQ

RREP delivering RREQ generation

Forward RREP

that has smaller 

hop count or 

latest destination 

number

Forward RREP 

with route 

information 

contained in RREP

Fig. 2 Feature Model for AODV Family (partial)

Each routing protocol can be represented in terms of its equipping features. For

example, AODV equips features Create next hop entry when receive a new RREQ

and Forward RREP that has smaller hop count or latest destination number ,

while AODV-bis equips features Using APL to enhance normal route table and

Forward RREP with route information contained in RREP .

From any feature in the feature model we should be traceable to the models or

their fragements relating to the feature. For example, the behavior Update RREQ

passed node information in APL in the activity diagram in Fig.?? is traceable

from its relating feature Using APL to Enhance Normal Route Table in Fig.2.

We can derive a new routing protocol with a legal selection of features listed

in the feature model. The models describing inter node communication, node

behaviors, and packet structures are also derived. We review the models, generate

codes and scenarios for protocol simulation, and make preliminary evaluation

of the protocol on the simulator. In case we found that the routing protocol

does not satisfy functional and non-functional requirements by simulation, we

change the selection and follow the similar process. If it is impossible to satisfy

requirements with existing features, we have to evolve the protocol family. That

means we have to invent and introduce new features to resolve the problem in

an integrated manner.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we proposed to introduce software product line engineering for

design and implementation of ad hoc network routing protocols and define its

process. As a first step for the introduction, we performed feature modeling of

existing ad hoc network routing protocols for AODV and DSR families. Features

are identified from the models describing inter node communication, node be-

haviors, and packet structures and organized later as a feature model. Moreover,

we make the models traceable from the feature model so that we can extract the

models or their portions relating to the selected features.

The future work will be enabling model based generation of simulation codes

and scenarios based on feature selection on the feature model.
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